IS YOUR BUSINESS SECURE?

6 COMMON THREATS TO YOUR BUSINESS.

1. PHISHING SCAMS
   ...when you get an email from your bank asking for your company login details?
   - Online Banking
   - Thief takes over the account
   - Online Banking
   - Online identity secured
   - Account secured

2. SOCIAL MEDIA
   ...when an employee checks social media posts on a company device?
   - Social Networking
   - Access Denied
   - Back to working

3. FAKE WEBSITES
   ...when your business partner is surfing the internet looking for the best price?
   - http://malicious
   - Malware Blocked

4. FREE WIFI
   ...when you check emails at your local coffee shop?
   - Public Wifi
   - Contract lost
   - Working
   - Contract won

5. USB STICKS
   ...when your assistant uploads client files from a borrowed USB stick?
   - Company’s device
   - Data gets stolen
   - Data encrypted

6. LOST DEVICES
   ...when you are in a hurry and you leave your laptop in a taxi?
   - Data gets stolen
   - Data encrypted

PROTECT YOUR CUSTOMERS,
PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS.

Use our helpful product selector to find out what’s right for your business in 3 simple steps, visit: kaspersky.com/protectmybusiness